CONCRETE WALL

SARNAFIL FLASHING MEMBRANE

HOT-AIR WELD

SIKAFLEX - 1A

SARNAFIL G459 GRID STRIP MEMBRANE SET INTO SIKAFLEX-11FC GRID ADHESIVE (GRID STRIP TO EXTEND 6 IN. BEYOND PENETRATION IN ALL DIRECTIONS)

SARNAFELT NWP

NOTES:
1) GRID ADHESIVE SHALL BE APPLIED TO SMOOTH CLEAN SURFACE WITH NO CONTAMINATES.
2) SEALANT IS A MAINTENANCE ITEM NOT COVERED UNDER SIKA SARNAFIL WARRANTY.
3) THE BACK OF THE G459 GRID STRIP MEMBRANE MUST BE PRIMED WITH SIKAFLEX PRIMER 449.

FLASHING PENETRATION
(f.k.a. PANEL CLIP)